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The New M4 Project – Public Art

Stretching for a distance of nearly 24km from Castleton to the east of Cardiff, to Magor, close 
to the Second Severn Crossing, the New M4 Project is perhaps one of the last significant green-
field motorway corridors to be developed in the United Kingdom.  
Throughout nearly fifty years of development of the motorway network, designers have 
experienced an evolving social, political, and environmental climate during this time.  Traffic 
growth has historically exceeded predictions, our societies and communities have been 
developed with a presumption to ready access to the road network and the needs of society 
have evolved and become better understood in both a social and environmental sense.
Today we seek ‘design quality’ in our built environment.  We are no longer satisfied with 
merely utilitarian and functional solutions.  We recognise the importance of project integration 
in the communities, societies and landscapes in which a project sits.  These are aspects of 
development which have been overlooked or neglected at times in the past.  While the 
contemporary thinking is forward looking and aspirational, sometimes, engineers and technical 
designers benefit from assistance to identify all of the opportunities presented.

The Design Commission for Wales was established to assist in delivering design quality and 
integration of projects and to ensure as far as is possible that opportunities are not missed.  The 
Design Commission’s Design Review process takes a panel of independent technical experts 
and looks critically at key aspects of projects at various stages from inception to delivery.
It was in the Design Review forum that the New M4 Project was challenged on the matter 
of Public Art.  How could and should a project on this scale be best integrated into its 
surroundings and community?  What were the opportunities for art within and in association 
with the project?  Should the designers look at site specific, sculptural, ‘installation art’?  Or 
should they be looking at the broader canvas of the wide landscape and the regional context?

This was the catalyst for the appointment of a Public Art advisor, first in the form of Safle to 
develop a Public Art Strategy and then onwards to the appointment of an Artist to unpick the 
technical dimensions of the project and shine a spotlight on the opportunities.
It was through the interview process for the artist that it became clear that at this stage the 
project needed the broad-brush approach.  The installation art can come later but it is important 
that the scene is prepared appropriately.
The design team was drawn to the expertise of Jeroen van Westen by his eye for detail, his 
clear and demonstrable understanding of the technical dimensions of transport corridors and 
infrastructure and his unbridled passion for integration; the weaving of the project to ensure 
that it sits comfortably both in its landscape and also in its society.

Has the Public Art review succeeded?  The New M4 Project has further legislative and political 
hurdles to negotiate before it becomes a reality and there may be further twists and turns along 
the path of its development but yes, the Public Art review has been a success.  It has opened 
the eyes of the project team to opportunities presented by this project that could otherwise 
have been missed so easily.  It has demonstrated a different way of looking at projects, to both 
identify and bring opportunities into clear focus.  It has undoubtedly benefited the New M4 
Project and perhaps also the projects that members of the design team may move on to design 
in the future.  Would the Public Art review be recommended again?  Yes.

Simon Lawrence, New M4 project manager, Over Arup, Cardiff, Wales, UK
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M4 INCORPORATION  A participatory critical review

Introduction
The existing M4 was originally a northern bye-pass for Newport. As wide as it was it looked like a 
motorway, and it became an actual motorway. At present the road is running through the city that 
grew towards and across the road up till a point it has become impossible to widen this road or to go 
even further north with a new road. Traffic is often heavy, too many traffic jams already, and more 
to come in the (near) future. That is why the New M4  is planned. Its trajectory has been subject to 
great research since the route south of Newport is running through a precious flatland area.
The cultural history of the area is clearly readable in the landscape: time has stood still for the 
gravity based drainage system of reens, flanked by hedgerows and lines of coppiced willow that 
define the Caldicot  and Wentloog levels (the Gwent Levels). The past 150 years have seen huge 
industrial growth and development particularly around the Newport docks and following the river 
Usk and river Ebbw. 
With the arrival of the train, and later the motorway, an east west connection was established for 
a region that, up until then, was a Hill to Sea country. Small-scale farming (pasture) hangs on, but 
industrial development is now the dominant influence. The new relief road is effectively the next 
and perhaps final step in turning local culture 90 degrees. Looking at the design of the horizontal 
alignment one sees a riverbed for cars perpendicular to the river Usk. There will no longer be a 
‘natural’ connection between hills and levels, its path being blocked by the road. But, with growing 
awareness of the importance of environmental issues, global and local, the loss of bio-diversity in 
this area is of particular concern. The Reens in the levels have gained a high level of protection 
and are classified as a ‘Site of Special Scientific Interest’ (SSSI).

It is obvious that there is no easy way to lessen the impact of the design of the new M4. How 
can we pick up the challenge to make this road more than just an alien object in a landscape 
of historical and ecological importance? Can the new road at least respect the cultural history 
of the landscape? It is important to see this stretch of the M4 as a part of the national network, 
almost forming a region in itself with its own idiosyncrasy. In The Netherlands a group of artists 
founded ‘Het Snelwegmuseum’ (Motorway Museum)  a mobile museum showing motorway food, 
motorway communication, … in short: motorway culture! 
First, one should try to analyse the landscape to discover the stories of the landscape and its 
‘vocabulary’, the forms, processes and structure of the land. Second, to find out if this language 
can be used to incorporate this large-scale road into the delicate structure of the levels. We need 
to define the criteria used to judge which elements of the existing landscape can make the road 
integrate in to the landscape and its history. We need to identify a basic quality that can set the 
standard. To achieve this we need to study the local landscape, the cultural history of motorways 
and a recent history demonstrating a strong rise and fall in the public perception and appreciation 
of the concept of roads built especially for cars. 

This process of discovery, finding the vocabulary and incorporating this research into the design, 
will contribute to the implementation of the road that will have a great impact on the present 
landscape. Implementation of an out of scale infrastructural project will always highlight the 
struggle to convince the local inhabitants and protectors of the area concerning the necessity 
of the road. It is relatively easy to identify these, often opposing, inhabitants; it is a lot harder to 
actually meet the people that will benefit and invite them to a discussion.
A fully integrated design process includes the cultural stories and acknowledges the changes of 
the landscape over time.
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ROADS and PATHS
There is a symbolic meaning to roads connected to a metaphoric interpretation of travel: travelling 
as in discovering, in growing sadder and wiser. There are numerous books and films about travel, 
including, of course, a whole genre of road movies, yet there are not very many archaeological 
studies of roads. The available studies show that the road itself hasn’t changed drastically 
throughout its entire history.  The road has a basic concept; it requires an adequate surface of 
sufficient width leading from point A to point B. Both, surface and width correlate to the current 
means of transport of its day and its intensity. 

Technically, Roman roads were ahead of their time, after the Roman Empire fell it took a long 
time before we achieved the same technical level. The Romans had one major problem on 
their busier roads; pedestrians were clogging the road for the faster travelling carts and horses. 
Archaeological evidence shows worn paths parallel to the paved roads that could only have been 
used by pedestrians. 
The second issue was maintenance. The wooden roads built in the peat areas sunk over time and 
were rebuilt regularly, natural stone roads were rutted by the wheels of the carts until the carts 
could not manoeuvre freely any more. Roads never seem to have been wide or strong enough. 

With the invention of the combustion engine, two incremental changes were made to roads. First 
the road was designed purely for one means of transport: the car. Second the road didn’t run from 
one city to another, but rather, it connected regions to regions, by-passing the cities that could 
only be reached by tangential roads veering off from the motorway. 
The first real motorways were conceived and built in New York, Berlin and Milan. In Germany 
the roads were designed with the idea that they would show everyone the beauty of the German 
landscape, to encourage the sense of nationhood. In the USA the first highways were called 
Parkways and they were designed like long narrow parks. The pleasure, beauty and safety of 
driving along an Olmsted brothers’ designed road is still evident today because they do not 
accommodate lorries. This gives a perception of how it must have been in the hey-day of the 
Futurist dreams of utopia, of an endless, accelerating progress represented by the freedom given 
by the road and the automobile. An enthusiasm untouched in modernist times, characterised by 
believing society can be designed and built based on minimalist rules of clarity and balance. 
The real downfall to this utopian dream came with the first oil crises in 1973. Environmental 
movements were formed foretelling climate catastrophe and the need to limit our industrial growth. 
Since the Second World War these movements have gained strength and momentum for what is 
now a truly global issue. 

The arrival of the affordable car resulted in roads becoming congested. New roads were built which 
meant more tarmac, and that meant more cars using the roads which led to more congestion and 
more pollution. These developments, coupled with global industrialisation increased the burning 
of fossil fuels. It has become apparent that this is a major contributor to global warming and 
that fossil fuels are a finite resource. In post-modern times the highway is no longer a promise 
or signifier of progress, but is often associated with pollution, stress and danger. One can say 
that there are five factors that negatively influence our experience of a highway: congestion, 
environmental/ecological concerns, stress, rising fuel prices, and safety (research Karin Dijkstra 
for Dock36). 

An Austrian artwork suggests (image and credits!) that eventually the motorway will become a 
concept that mankind will only know of through archaeological excavations. Until then, when 
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designing a new road, the initiators must acknowledge and address these issues and decide if 
the road is the best solution. If the road is inevitable, can it bring relief to these issues? To do so, 
the policy makers and the designers need to continuously zoom in and out from the minutiae of 
the design detail and at all times consider the wider picture.

Matches and Mis-Matches: VIEW from the road
There is the (international) scale of the autonomous independent landscape of connected 
highways, which runs through local landscapes and communities. Locally, a horizontal alignment 
cuts through existing networks of roads, social structures and biotopes thus creating a continuous 
discontinuity between left and right of the road, between land and road, between the intellectual 
and the sensorial, between road user and inhabitant of adjacent land. There will be a different 
impact on different landscapes. 

The first National Architect for Highways in the Netherlands, from 2000 till 2004, was Francine 
Houben. She is one of the founder members of the architectural firm Mecanoo, which did a survey 
on how a certain kind of landscape ‘behaves’ with a motorway running through it. They went as far 
as to establish a theme or concept that stipulates a set of rules to determine design parameters in 
a certain landscape typology. Though this may sound too strict and too rational (too optimistic in a 
modernist sense), it may help to analyse the proposed or existing trajectory and its opportunities, 
traps and flaws. 

Five typologies and connected concepts were identified: 

The vast landscape: a sensorial experience     VIEW
The ecological sensitive: nature over infrastructure (eco-passage)  WEAVING
The Bali landscape: hills and mountains, people and monuments  SCALE
The Ruhr-Gebiet: hiding new (disturbing?) developments   TUNNEL-vision
Las Vegas: advertising architecture/head turning value   ICON
La Defense: road leading up to/into the buildings    FUTURISM

Again, this model as such is probably way too simple, one will certainly have to forecast changes 
that will take place: changes due to the arrival of a new road, but also because of intrinsic forces 
in an existing landscape that may forge changes in the near future. 

The M4 design includes a thorough forecast of economic dynamics for the local area. The New 
M4 will bring to the area a large number of new visitors, new sounds emanating from the road, 
new constructions in the landscape with vehicles, bridges, motorway structures and new natural 
habitats. It is currently unclear how this impact has been taken in to account in the design process. 
This is an area where we can start to have a close look at the landscape and the proposed 
trajectory and find out if the road should be as neutral as possible, or be a greater part of the 
international motorway region or if it should adapt/comply to local conditions. This is about trying 
to find out if there might be a leading concept that will be able to carry the design of the road and 
its additions now and in the future.
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Intermezzo
“Why do they ask an artist to do a critical review of a design of a motorway? Why 
commission me? I am greatly interested in culturally multi-layered landscapes, how a 
large-scale infrastructure like a motorway can create ‘weaving mistakes’. I am fascinated 
by how this network of motorway forms a world of its own, occasionally in conflict with the 
land that carries these roads. And another question: “Why a Dutchman?” These kind of 
questions are immediately forgotten when I arrive in the Levels. I cannot believe what I am 
seeing. Am I seeing it right? This is a ‘polder’, as we call them in Dutch, and this is a polder 
that is drained by gravity only? No pumps? The water levels are so close to ground level. 
Hedgerows bordering the small-scale pastures are everywhere. This is how Netherlands 
must have looked right up until the 15th century, when we had to start pumping, at first 
with windmills, later steam, then diesel and now high-powered electrical pumps. During 
my visits to the levels, a representation of the board of the Unie van Waterschappen, the 
most important Dutch water management in my country, visited the Levels, emphasising 
how precious this landscape really is. 

I remember growing up in the southwest of the Netherlands, back in the late sixties. 
A highway was built, and one of the last classical re-allotments was executed by the 
national government. This happened when I was of an age that made the experience 
extremely influential, making me conscious of the emotional values of a landscape. It 
was an experience finding its parallel when I saw the exhibition “Sonsbeek buiten de 
perken” in 1971, a show of conceptual art in public space, a show that presented land-
art to the world. Most of the land art was still purely autonomous, but it was made with 
and made at, the scale of landscape. I realised that the landscape is not just a product 
of nature and culture, and as such telling stories about our cultural history. The landscape 
in itself can be considered as a composition of form, colour and meaning; landscape 
is a work of art. The task of an artist could be to unlock the perception of a landscape 
from functional to meaningful, from the economical values and physical presence to the 
metaphorical. Of course, great painters and photographers achieve this in many unique 
ways, but can it also be done in and with the actual landscape.

Travelling in and out of the levels, talking to the designers, the project archaeologist, the 
environmentalists, the Internal Drainage Board, visiting the Gwent Levels Nature reserve, 
an excursion to the partly derelict industrial site of Corus, a trip to the Newport Docks, 
and each time winding from the hills down into the Levels seeing the Severn in the far 
distance (if it isn’t raining or is too foggy), and back from the Levels into the hills. This is 
great, what a landscape, what a VIEW!  
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VIEW: WHERE - WHEN - HOW
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HILLS
Pound hill crossing: motorist theatre 
Driving along the M4 from Cardiff to Newport we go up hill, but apart from hearing the engine work 
harder, there is no experience or awareness of this. The road is rather narrow, with not many views 
over or at the hills or back to the sea. To see the hills one has to travel along the small winding 
roads. Stepping out of the car to see the view over the rolling tops way into the flat levels up till the 
Bristol Channel is so good, and then the rumble of the M4 immediately enters your ears. The new 
and the existing M4 deserve resurfacing with sound-silencing asphalt (ZOAB – zeer open asphalt 
beton = very open asphalt concrete) which also reduces spray when the road is wet. 
Standing at the hilltop, looking around, I try to imagine the cut through this hill to make a smooth 
connection between the new and the existing M4. The dimensions are so large that it will be 
clearly recognizable from an aeroplane; this will be a sculpture in itself. The curving shape and 
slopes in steps can acquire a theatrical atmosphere, preparing the motorist for the view down into 
the levels, or being a final stage to conclude a trip through the levels when driving from Magor. 
Digging into a hill is more than a technical feat, it is just like surgery, a break of intimacy, requiring 
care and attention, may be even almost reverence.
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Berry hill farm
It is hard to tell where our ancestors settled first, but it must have been an easy life right here 
at the bottom of the hills, with the forest supplying game and wood above the levels, the sea 
providing fish and ‘a road’ to travel the world. Building the road will mean having to respect the 
archaeological archive in the soil. The negative element in altering the landscape will turn in to a 
positive element because we will learn more about our cultural history. But not only the past will 
disappear, also parts of the present such as the Berry hill farm, a local farmers food shop, will close, 
because it is the location for three roads that will cross each other, two at a time, at different levels. 
This logistical layering parallels the layering of past and present. These overpasses deserve, in 
their design and architecture, extra attention for this metaphorical interpretation.
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Intermezzo: M4-story line
Hundred thousands of people are nomadic inhabitants of the M4, and they will swarm on 
to the new motorway. But only a couple of thousand of people live permanently in the 
Levels! Normally, the coming of a new road is accompanied with information-sessions 
and a small-scale exhibition but these Levels and their permanent and future nomadic 
residents deserve more. When I was given the opportunity to travel the Levels for a day 
with an archaeologist, he explained how the historical depth in time is hidden very close 
to the surface of the ground you walk on; this would be an amazing experience even 
for the most resistant inhabitant. The social history of the region, ranging from farming, to 
shipping, to steelworks, the natural history of the region based on the dynamic regime of 
rivers and sea, and the strict borderline between the new M4 and the highly protected 
areas and dynamic development area’s: all this is enough reason to say that the M4 relief 
road can be seen as a real story-teller. 

There is enormous potential regarding communication with the local inhabitants, and 
we need to do more than just informing them on how and where the road will be built, 
whose ground will be bought and at what price, who will get screening or sound barriers, 
or how the ecology will be protected or mitigated. The road brings with it archaeological 
research and uncovers stories people will want to know.

This gift can become a process of exchange; the M4 team can set up a collection of 
existing stories, add the newly discovered archaeological information and integrate 
these stories in to the design of the the Water Treatment Areas WTA’s, where and how 
to screen or not to screen of views, in the design of the sign gantries. To realise the 
potential of public and historic participation, the M4 communication team could set 
up creative writing workshops, an informative and experimental radio station, a series 
of publications, and an imaginative Tom-Tom-feature for future motorists to learn more 
about the landscape that they drive through. The M4 communication team could also 
handle complaints constructively.  Communication is not one-way information!
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Wentloog Levels
Few places along the Welsh coast are actually mudflats, which are areas that grow from where river 
and sea meet each other. The average sea levels changed over time. When plants started to grow 
on the salt marshes, growth and decomposition created a layer of peat. Rising sea levels created 
new creeks in the peat layers and deposited sand and silt. This highly dynamic environment has 
created a rich subsoil of sedimentation and of plants and silt that need to be continually soaked in 
water to maintain its stability and flourish. The IDB management schemes and its predecessors 
have done a wonderful job of maintaining and bringing this early medieval landscape into the 21st 
century. Not only were the water levels preserved, but also in the process, the roads still follow the 
old parcellation layout of the middle ages and the reclamations of the 19th century. 

It is a landscape to respect. Industrial and housing developments have sprung up between 
the edges of the levels and all along the existing M4 route. The New M4 will cut just south of 
these developments and set a borderline between 21st century landscape and a landscape to be 
preserved as much as possible. The Green lane is an example of a medieval road that still exists, 
connecting Medieval and 19th century parcellation. Almost exactly at the point where Green Lane 
ends on Percoed Lane (at the electrical garden) it ‘hits’ the New M4. This is a place to design 
carefully, to keep these subtle indicators of layers in time visible and to keep the long lasting 
connective power of the Green Lane alive. This will be difficult because the road will start its 
incline here to cross the railway line east of where the New M4 crosses Green Lane. A specially 
commissioned footbridge could ‘guarantee’ the Green Lane continued importance.
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River Ebbw, River Usk and the Docks
Coming down from the railway crossing back to its standard two meters above the Levels, the road 
prepares for its next, long, slow ascend to the bridge across the River Ebbw and River Usk. The 
lowest point of the road is at the existing Lighthouse road between Fair Orchard Farm and White 
Cross Farm. From here the road will start its rise to get over the railway tracks earlier than it does 
now. This will in effect create a barrier between people who used to be neighbours at kitty-corner! 
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Intermezzo: the motorist view
The need to have cross-existing roads at a different level –the quintessence of a 
motorway- plus the choice to put the road on a two-meter high bed –for stabilization on 
the multilayered subsoil and to be able to comply with the existing water management 
in the area - brings a major change to the landscape. 

“In a flat land putting a dime on its side on the ground is like building a monument” 
(Quote from artist Jan van Munster when talking about monumental art in the 
Netherlands). 

Conclusion: the coming of the road will not go unnoticed and it will be hard to hide by 
planting.

Another conclusion could be: This road running from hill to hill through flatland, across two 
rivers and a railway, will twice result in a continuous variation in the vertical alignment, 
which when combined with the elongated meandering of the horizontal alignment, offers 
many opportunities to view the land from different perspectives. One can actually read 
the landscape whilst driving the along the road, by looking at, rather than just driving 
through; the more rational allotment of the 19th century occupation, the incremental 
medieval fields, the big picture of rivers and estuaries, the old roads and farms, the new 
industrial developments and the growing City. Again, and as enthusiastically; What a 
landscape, what a VIEW. But that is from the perspective of the motorist.
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Bridge: Icon or no Icon
The long bridge is also a high bridge to allow ships to pass beneath it on the River Usk and in 
the Newport Docks, the bridge will be very present, which raises the question: Icon or no Icon. 
Newport has a series of bridges, the Transporter bridge is the most striking one across the River 
Usk. This bridge is a one of a kind, certainly considering its size. The visual quality of the bridge 
is a straightforward result of the technical design. Several of the other five or six bridges look 
like they were commissioned to be of a special eye-catching design. Most of them don’t make 
it, partly because of the locations of the bridges, partly by the weathering of the materials used, 
partly because of lack of design quality. Bridges flourish by being designed from within, taking 
construction as the leading concept from basic architecture, choice of materials and a finally 
detailed attention to the visible structure itself. 
The location of this proposed bridge is special. Two rivers and docks are crossed with one bridge. 
The bridge will be flanked by objects of its own scale. These are the landfill, the cranes in the 
docks, the high voltage power pylons, and the industrial buildings. The Transporter bridge is 
not very far away, but where the Transporter bridge is transparent and (super) high, the New 
M4 bridge will be long and curved. Culturally, even when the clearance under the bridge is 27 
meters, this New M4 Bridge will be a horizontal bridge, looking like the road it carries belongs to 
the ground. 

The slight S-curve of the new bridge will best accommodate the left hand side driving motorists 
in terms of a different view from the drivers in the opposite direction. Coming from Cardiff, the 
motorist’s first view is of Newport, its industrial area and the Transporter bridge. Coming off the 
bridge the view is still ruled by the industrial area to their left. Only when the left lanes are slightly 
raised compared to the lanes from Magor to Cardiff (something that the design provides for on 
right hand bends), the motorists from Cardiff will be able to look into the Gwent levels.

Coming from Magor, the view of the motorists will open after the  exit to the Newport South 
junction, though funnelled by the enormous block of an industrial building at Nash Point, they will 
look straight into the docks area and beyond that at the landfill. After they cross the River Ebbw 
their descent will enable them to look into the Wentloog levels, though their view will be blocked 
by the raised Lighthouse road. After passing through this gate, climbing over the railway, and 
slightly curving to the right, the motorist will be able to really enjoy the Levels.

Conclusion: design the bridge to be as horizontal possible, choose materials related to Newport’s 
industrial past, show the construction clearly and be careful with add-ons like sign gantries and 
wind baffles; the first competing with the existing forest of pylons and cranes, the second easily 
degrading the technical clarity of the chosen construction and blocking the view. When wind 
baffles are necessary it will be a challenge to combine engineering intellect with clever design. 
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Engineering sheds – super use
Archaeology is often mistaken as being a science of ancient history, but actually it is the history 
of non-oral or written history, it is the history based on physical evidence. The New M4 project 
research uncovered many Mesolithic, Neolithic, Bronze, Iron Age, Roman and Medieval sites but 
also a ‘track record’ of the docks. There are still train tracks in the dock area, but in 1950 there 
were many more and the docks were made up from steel tracks and endless trains, big ship hulls, 
heaps of trees and lumber.

The archaeologists discovered that some of the old buildings in the dock itself, that are in practical 
disuse, still contain the steam hammer and other tools needed for maintenance of the old steam 
engine trains. These old engineer sheds have to go. They are not considered to have any 
architectural or cultural value that will warrant them to be preserved by moving them to a museum. 
It is worth considering the possibility of using the material that the sheds are constructed from 
in the following way: Over the last decade several architects have developed a direction often 
called Super use. Architects like these could re-use the materials of the industrial past in e.g. gas 
stations, road side furniture, piers of a bridge, wind baffles, etc. This working method starts with 
creating a ‘harvest-map’, a full inventory examining what materials are redundant in the adjacent 
area, the quantity and structural quality the material possess. Workshop sessions are organised 
to work out how these ‘found’ materials can be re-used locally in architectural projects. Finally 
permission has to be gained to re-use the materials for building purposes. It is a very different way 
of designing with very interesting results.
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Gwent Levels
When studying a map of the Gwent Levels one notices that Corus has an enormous trunk of land 
in the Levels, directly at the bottom of the hills. The shape and infrastructure of the site is totally 
without relation to the hills or levels. The arrival of Corus (at the time British Steel) in the area has 
brought many jobs and in its prosperity developed an industrial area between Corus and the River 
Usk, but built before the protection of the Reens was in place. 

Changing world economics have made it possible to adjust the M4’s trajectory and almost avoid 
the levels completely. The New M4 will effectively draw a border between developed (and to be 
(re-) developed) areas north of the road and the SSSI protected rural area to the south. Corus has 
closed and demolished its blast furnaces and are probably slowly moving out of the territory all 
together. A regeneration team from Corus is gradually and very carefully handing over their land 
to, for example, a project developer for a big housing/business project.

 
The design of the exit should exemplify the design of the entire road. This is the entry of the 
road as well as the entry into Newport! The New M4 looks like a river, but in the present design  
Pye Corner exit looks very ‘artificial’, in fact, it looks like a full stop. From the point of view of the 
landscape and its inhabitants something similar can be said of the M4. It is a smooth design, 
and as carefully as possible, weaving between objects and cultural layers, but at Pye Corner it 
becomes a kind of earthwork traffic circus. This is a result of trying to protect the houses around 
Pye Corner and Arch Farm, and to preserve the old north-south connections over the Nash 
Road. All in all it is worth it to negotiate with Corus and the project developer to see if there are 
possibilities to adjust trajectory and/or design of the South Exit. When it is impossible to move and 
change the exit into a more fluent set of slip ways, one should consider a complete redesign of 
the encompassed ‘circus’, using the obligatory WTA’s, to build a new and independent landscape 
in this pocket hole of the M4. 
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Corus-site
Driving along the main road of the Corus site feels like driving on a motorway in Eastern Europe: 
one kind of energy is over and done, the next hasn’t announced itself yet. Walking on the dams 
bordering the sludge deposit compartments is like being in the Tarkovski movie ‘Stalker’. These 
depots are something special. They have functioned for years and years, and didn’t have negative 
influences on the water quality in the Reens. Water quality was a special concern to Corus and 
monitored vigorously and continuously. The final step in guaranteeing water quality was in the 
reed beds itself. These have functioned for over forty years and must be among the oldest bio-
filters that exist in the Country. 

The team of researchers monitoring, testing and improving the functioning of the reed beds no 
longer exist. It might be interesting to track down some of them and ask them to share their 
knowledge with the designers of the twelve WTA’s for the M4. Dilution, settlement and biological 
purification are as important key words for the new M4 WTA’s as they were for Corus sludge 
lagoons and the reed beds. The look and lay out of the Sludge lagoons and the reed beds (both are 
fitted in with the existing parcellation layout) are a fantastic example of finding a local ‘vocabulary’ 
that can be used in designing the new elements to be introduced into the landscape. 
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Intermezzo
Striking parallels/analogies: 

• Landfill and Wilcrick Hill
• Reens and reed filters
• Sludge lagoons and salt marshes
• River and Motorway
• Hedges and pylons
• Commons and encompassed Exit-area

HILLS Wilcrick – Magor
Curving back into the hills to join the original M4, is where we find a space between the M4 and 
the existing residential development - it looks like there is enough space here to lay a road. 
It is a space that looks like a rural buffer zone between Magor and the existing M4. This is a 
deliberate design but it is not a buffer zone, it is a reservation space for a new road. But Wilcrick 
Hill is the signal that what looks like ample space for a motorway is archaeologically spoken a 
very dense area.

Wilcrick Hill, once used as a hill-fort, matches the scale of the M4, but most archaeological 
treasures hidden in the ground won’t. It is only with reconstructions that we can find inspiration 
to add to the vocabulary of the design and overall look of the M4. But we can easily see how 
walls, moats and fences can help in designing the WTA’s, the eco-fences, acoustic barriers 
and other features like sign gantries and communication boxes. It is not about copying, but 
about learning how to design with materials and shapes that are from the landscape, and with 
principles of design solutions discovered by cultures preceding ours.

Also in this dense archaeological area are two objects of historical value, a Victorian Vicary, 
and an old limekiln. 

The limekiln is built on-site; the stones are quarried in a way that the lower entrance to the kilns 
is built while digging the rock. By building the kilns, a plateau is constructed to enable the carts 
to transport the lime to the kiln to be fired. An object like this cannot be moved to a different 
location, it is part of the landscape; the landscape is part of the kiln. Reasoning like this may 
result in documenting the object thoroughly and considering possible alternatives to save the 
limekiln but one must discard the idea to preserve by outplacement, because that would mean, 
in effect, displacement.

The Victorian Vicary is pecularly far away from a village and/or a church. Though no longer 
a minister lives in the vicary, it is a private house now, this question is still raised by the 
building at this location. The location tells a story about how the land was inhabited, how 
local culture was organised. The house is recently carefully re-furbished, restored to its 
Victorian splendour. Discussion is going on how to deal with this house and their owners. It 
is possible to move the house a certain distance, but again, just like the lime kiln, seen from 
the point of view of cultural value it will be like a displacement. As for to compensate the 
owners other solutions may be more attractive.
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Matches and Mismatches revisited: View at the road

Hedgerows
When designing a motorway the perceived scale is always very different when viewed from a 
local, old rural landscape scale. Not only in size, but also, literally, in the speed of life. Designing 
the road trajectory to be as far away as possible from the highest natural and cultural values 
and existing habitation is one thing, and to preserve or replace existing severed connections by 
new roads another, but the prevention of sensorial stress like sound and visual impact are still 
important issues which are often left unresolved that need the equal attention to design. 

As mentioned previously, the experience of the motorist travelling through the landscape is 
very important. Careful design and positioning of planting and sound screens is crucial, and the 
existing hedgerows have to be taken in account. An elaborate but simple book keeping exercise 
of receptors of a certain typology, at a certain distance, is not enough, many of them will not be 
able to see much of the road when the hedgerows stay. The Reens are under SSSI protection; the 
hedgerows are less well protected. By protecting the hedgerows in the same way as the Reens 
it will be hard to remove hedges, thus the already existing screening can be saved and all new 
hedgerow planting, specifically to function as screening, will also be saved and protected.

Capillaries 
Hills on one side, the Severn/Bristol Channel at the other, mudflats and salt marshes in between; 
these became the Levels, as we know them now. The secret of the drainage system in the levels 
is in the huge tidal difference of the Bristol Channel. Because low tides are so low, it is still 
possible to spill water into the sea after it has collected during high tide behind the seawall. The 
Reens must bring the water to the sea, and have the capacity to buffer water when the door in 
the sea wall cannot be opened in times of excessive rains. To prevent flooding of the fields there 
is an elaborate grid of shallow ditches dug in these fields, these are the capillaries of the water 
system. Following heavy rain these small ditches drain the fields straight into the Reens. Water 
collected in the Hills after heavy rains arrive at the Reens at a later time and during a prolonged 
period of heavy rain will result in too much water trying to drain away to sea during the time span 
of a single low tide. This is when the small ditch capillary system will store water and this system 
is called the ballast of the system. These field ditches have a capacity to prevent major flooding 
and a real flooding is rare for the Levels. 

The Reens teem with life and need quite a lot of attention and care to prevent them from silting up. 
The overall responsibility for water quality and maintenance is with the Internal Drainage Board. 
The IDB is controlled by environmental laws and the UK Land Drainage act 1994. Ultimately, the 
IDB actually maintains the sluices, control the water levels in the major ditches (generally running 
north-south) and keeps a close watch on the strategic sub ditches (generally running east west). 
The field ditches are maintained (under supervision of the IDB) by the landowners. Whenever 
changes are to be made in the ditches, mitigation is obligatory, and compensation is in negotiation 
with the IDB. The IDB has strong connections with the local landowners association. All of these 
connections and relationships make the IDB a key player in the design and construction of the 
M4, because they represent the cultural history of the area and have the responsibility to keep 
this ancient system functioning. 
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WTA’s
The leading concept for the road is VIEW, a view of a readable landscape. The quintessential 
value of 80% of the proposed trajectory is the Reens and its water quality. The road will cut 
through dozens of these Reens, and the road will ‘produce’ water of a lesser quality. At some point 
these two water systems meet, but the road surface run off water has to be purified to match the 
qualities of the water in the life giving veins of the Reens before the water is mixed together. 

The design of the WTA’s should also match the beauty and simplicity of the Reens and its inner 
field ditch system The system of parallel ditches along the motorway and WTA’s offers THE design 
opportunity to fit the road in to and with the levels and thus transfer the identity of the Levels on 
to the road. 

Consider the WTA’s as new granges with moats, as the negative of a Hill fort, as a cultural 
translation of a reed marsh that existed on the mudflats in earlier days. These WTA’s cannot 
be fenced in with 3 metre high mesh wire fences. If a keep out element is a requirement of the 
design, then the design should be clever and harmonious with the landscape, but fences will ruin 
much more than the view. It will give the impression that the water is dangerous, which will result 
in the public distrusting the road. When designed well and when possible in close collaboration 
with IDB, Conservancy and local interest groups, the WTA’s can be a potent leading force with the 
design integration of the road into the landscape and local (social and ecological) culture.
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Railway crossings
Two large scale linear objects cutting through a cultural, historical and ancient parcellation 
area! The railway will be crossed by the new M4 three times along the projected route, 
and each time not perpendicular but at an angle, making it necessary to have concrete 
tunnels of which a triangular part will protrude from the road embankment. This is another 
opportunity for engineers to collaborate with an architect to create an interesting design for 
these crossings. This will contribute to the readability of the intervention of the M4, and will 
emphasis how the railway was imposed upon the landscape without any attention being paid 
to the impact on the landscape itself. 
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Intermezzo
The designer and the good fairy
At a certain point in the design process, when all the problems are thought through and 
resolved, the design will be ready for publication. A few remaining final details need to 
be resolved and these include the crash barriers, sign gantries, communication boxes, 
eco-fences and culverts; the usual stuff. Final aesthetic details such as sound barriers and 
unexpected features like wind baffles, are negotiated in the very last part of the process, 
by designers and local people. These final design parts are often where it most goes 
wrong, because of the lack of financial design time, the result is that there is no good fairy 
solving all left over problems. 
This detailed aesthetic consideration seems less important compared to the road itself and 
therefore only standard, non bespoke solutions, or solutions are more or less improvised 
on the spot are used. In the end, these seemingly less important additions do determine 
the aesthetic experienced by the user are so much more important than expected The 
finishing touches to the design will clog, block and influence the driving experience, view 
from the road and public perception of the road. 

Time to take a deep breath and to reconsider what should be done. 

When confronted with the challenge to design road ’furniture’ for an existing road, what 
is the framework to accept a design, for, for example, a sign gantry, Is the design priority, 
in this instance, weighted to the personal whim of the designer or road build itself?

First there is a landscape, second there is a need for a road. 
So, the road will be built in that landscape and will respect the areas existing stories and 
forecast of future development. Research is used as a basis to define a concept for the 
road and how it will become part of the (new) landscape. 

This is the COURSE level of the final road. Thorough research of the economy, traffic use, 
specific local knowledge of the landscape and existing roads will help to establish where 
to build a road, its trajectory, and how it will feel (specific goals for how to experience this 
road including sound and view). and finally, how to build a road. Together this is the area 
of reference for the next level, MIDDLE, which is the design of the road itself –including 
width, number of lanes, crash barriers, and type of surface- with its exits, overpasses, 
bridges, and larger scale specific demands like WTA’s. Moving on to the FINE level, the 
concept, as described in the COURSE level, should preside! There needs to be put in 
place a framework to steer and judge the design of add on’s like sign gantries, down to 
communication boxes!
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Sign gantries
Returning to the basic concept of the M4 relief-road: the aesthetic priority is to enjoy the views, 
and experience the road as flowing like a river through the Levels, slowly sloping up and down, 
coming from the hills and then back to the hills. The main part of the new road fits the Mecanoo 
typology of “vast landscape”; the beginning and end fit “the Bali landscape”. These typologies 
help to determine what kind of view one has through wind barriers and sign gantries. 

Shown design is made by industrial designer Karen Dijkstra (NL) for the A1 where it cuts through 
a moraine (National Park De Veluwe). This is to illustrate a method, not to be taken as an example 
from a catalogue and ready for use for the M4. The plea is to design two models for the M4.
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SUMMARY

GOODBYE HIERARCHY, HELLO IDENTITY

This critical review of the design of the New M4 motorway is done in a participatory way. 
It is an INVITATION to integrative thinking. Central issues discussed are the legibility/
readability of the landscape as is, leading to the conclusion that READABILITY needs 
VIEW. The next step involves looking into the changing culture in the motorway zone, and 
to attempt to forecast and examine the impact on the future landscape that the motorway 
will make on the landscape. 

The complementary step of having a VIEW from the road is how about the VIEW at the 
road. Going through these steps it became clear that in this sensitive area of the Levels it 
is of great importance to work towards an integrative design: a road that shows it knows 
it is part of a landscape of a different scale. But, though project management is aware of 
all aspects, must be involved in an interdisciplinary collaboration. Adopting this approach 
it is wise to involve local cultural heritage groups, various forms of local government on 
a reciprocal basis in the design process especially there where road and landscape meet 
e.g. WTA’s, archaeological sites, and other local sensitivities. The kind of communication 
that can contribute to a mutual understanding based on reciprocity, demands a creative 
communication person with an ample budget.
An integrative design process with a common vision based on VIEW and Cultural History 
will make it necessary to take an extra step for some structures and locations. The 
structural works like bridge, overpasses and railway line crossings need to be designed 
up until the level at which construction becomes sober and pure architecture. The add-
ons like sound barriers, wind baffles, fences, communication boxes and sign gantries 
deserve the same level of attention as the over-all projects needs. The series of twelve 
WTA’s offer an excellent opportunity to show the projects sensitivity to the fragile water 
management system of the Levels, and to the archaeological evidence in the area. The 
eastern connection between existing M4 and the relief road will involve a giant cut through 
the hills, when done properly it can become a positive dramatic experience. For these 
extra efforts it would be best to work with people with experience of creative industrial 
design and landscape art with clear briefs on how to contribute to the final design.
The over-all design of the trajectory and typology of the road is a beautiful modern river, 
confirming a 90 degrees change of local culture. Exception is the Newport South junction at 
Pye Corner which looks like what it is: a compromise, and as most compromises, it lacks 
visual power and the functional logic of traffic.

INTEGRATIVE DESIGN: INTERDISCIPLINARY COLLABORATION
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ZOOM OUT

Of course there was a reason to start thinking about a New M4 motorway, but that was ages 
ago. For years the designers and politicians focus on the new road itself, a natural process of 
focussing. 

Maybe it is easy for these heavily involved people to imagine the relief road is already in place. ….  
And, …? What about the existing M4?  Taking a look at the new road map of 2020, doesn’t it look 
like the New M4 is the real through road and the northern part is a ‘local’ ring road used by some 
to escape heavy traffic on the southern through road? This is an extra burden for the Newport 
inhabitants and developers. What if the tunnel is closed and the northern part of the old M4 would 
actually function in its original design, as simply local entries into Newport (east and west) and as 
such they are wide enough to accommodate traffic coming from the New M4 to go north into the 
hills. Take this mind-boggling exercise to its logical conclusion and what does that mean for the 
New M4? Is it in that perspective still necessary to have a major southern exit? Will closing the 
tunnel give some peace and rest back to the northern part of the city in compensation for the loss 
of rest and peace in the Levels? 
‘Hygienic’ design is about always and at each step: to ZOOM IN-ZOOM OUT

Jeroen van Westen, september/October 2008
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